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About This Game

Grimshade tells the story of the company of heroes, by a twist of fate involved in the cycle of events unfolding in the world of
Ree'fah. Numerous dreadful monsters infested the forest around the city of Brann and high walls could no longer protect
residents from the attacks. The menacing army of the neighbouring kingdom suddenly landed on the outskirts of the city,
wreaking havoc. There is no hope for salvation — the strength of the defenders is running low, but the King and his loyal
Champions had vanished.
Series of sudden events and odd coincidences force people to act. Get acquainted with each of the heroes and unite them —
entirely different, sometimes bizarre and frightening, with their motives, but one purpose for all — to find out the real causes of
what happened to them.
Lead the group of the adventurers on a journey and explore a varied and intricate world, meet new characters and reveal plotrelated secrets. Remember, beauty is deceptive — danger lurks everywhere. Test your skills in challenging turn-based battles,
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adjusting your combat tactics and optimal team combinations for each foe you met on the way.

Key Features
Seven memorable characters, including Kiba, the dark child, Charlie, the talking sniper badger, Alister, the brave guy
with an Ether gauntlet, and Ruby, the princess of the thieves. Each of them has their role (sometimes more than one) on
the battlefield and their own mission on a big journey.

Character development system is based on equipment: each piece of armour, weapon or accessory gives a unique
skill to a particular hero, expanding their range of attack types and defensive boosts. Find, trade for, or craft new
equipment to improve your characters and make them versatile and adaptable.

Complex tactical turn-based battles: a variety of elaborate enemies won't let you complete the whole game using a
single tactic or invincible team build. Choose wisely the squad you take in a fight — proper positioning and awareness
are essential to your success struggling against powerful foes.

The vivid and diverse world of Ree'fah: immerse yourself in the hand-painted fantasy universe of Grimshade and
discover an impressive history in more than 20 hours of an exciting journey.
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Title: Grimshade
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
TALEROCK
Publisher:
Asterion Games
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2019
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit or Windows 8.1 64-bit or Windows 10 64-bit
Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 550 or ATI™ Radeon™ HD 6XXX or higher
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 25 GB available space
Additional Notes: Recommended screen resolution - 1920x1080.

English,Russian
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Very good turn based isometric rpg by a small team in russia. Fantastic art style. Cool story. Innovative fun turn based battle
system. Great price. Only negative is the occasional technical hiccup (pathfinding is occasionaly janky and there are a few
spelling mistakes in english - it's a russian game.) I highly recommend it.. this game looks astonishing, has very engaging and fun
tactical battes, although I feel myself a bit overwhelmed with information about it's features and feats. tutorial is really huge.
encountered a problem in the Sewers. when Kiba left Alister to help him, I looked into the crates that were there on the floor,
near his body. after coming back and seeing a dialogue saying that I should, again, check out the crates, a I haven't done it,
because why should I? imagine my surprise when I got into battle and had literally no health to beat up the Shadows, cause after
the dialogue new items were added to the crates. and I missed it. I think, that is the game's issue and it should be fixed.
another problem is lack of the nerve in game's narrative and dialogues. I feel like I don't care about characters much.
still, that is a nice game, battling is fun and very good looking. worth it's price, definitely.. If you want to compare it to a game
think of.....battle chasers nightwar
This game for this price was actually surprins because it has a good story, good pace, good world building and it's pretty hard.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aDIlBDDH5KA
You explore the world and interact with a character and once you see a monster you can attack and go to the combat arena. They
did their own take on the turn based combat and it''s not bad at all.
Your character don't level up but you can upgrade them in different ways depending on their background.
It also has a wacky and funny side with a mad sciencist experimenting on people, humanoid animals who are very civilised and
the Dark demon faction:) They also make fun of the main hero a bit:)
The thing that made buy it is that i saw some love being poured into the art style and the turn based combat, they wanted to
make a new and exciting game and they did it.
Really cool JRPG vibes. Awesome game with unique artsyle and gameplay! Definately worth spending few evenings on this
classic style RPG!. Quite surprised there isnt more support for the game.
I like the style, turn based, old school vibes.
These guys deserve my (your) money.. I just love the fighting mechanics in this game. Every fight is different and you have
various options in your disposal to approach the fights.
The character progression and skill development is completely new and I have not come across something like this before and I
loved it.
Awesome boss fights and you have to figure out the strategy to defeat each of them.
Story is very nice and it got me hooked, there was never a point where it felt boring and predictable.
A must try game.. Game is Fully Playable, no game-breaking bugs, however it is missing bits and pieces.
Poorly optimized mechanics(Fights with more than 10 characters makes the game stuttery).
There is no way to avoid 1 of your characters getting damaged when facing 6+ enemies. No advanced tactics.
Missing dialogues.
Farming and time-consuming but abusable loot rewards for money, which is essentially useless(money).
Talk to barkeep for infinite rewards.
Healing is laughable(fast travel to haven).
Character equipment variety is dismal(1\/10 score).
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No glossary(but indicated in-game there is one already).
But that's ok,. at least the backers have their own statues.
Rushed release game. Get it in a month or so after the bugs and texts are fixed, if ever. No game replayability.
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Great game! I realy liked the game mechanics and battles. Art, narrative, music - very-very-very nice! especially considering
that this is an indie project. Strongly recommend!. I really like that game.
It is indeed a little slowpaced in case of the fighs and it is a lot to read, but the graphic stlye is very nice.
What I really miss are voiced lines. but it worked for many other games like Baldurs Gate too, so it is okay for me.
The combat is cool, I'm having fun right now - a lot of. ^^. A very interesting, chalenging tactical rpg with DIFFICULT! turn
based combat and very interesting and deep story.
You have to try it!
In the beginning it was a lot of bugs - but now it's playable.
8\/10
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